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No Budget For a New Phone System? No Worries!
If your premise-based system ever fails, and you’re offered a
high price to have it fixed (or if your current system is no longer
supported), you may want to consider hearing more about a
Hosted Phone System. Here’s why:
-

The actual phone “brains” are located remotely, which lowers your up-front cost
The phones can be rented, which lowers the up-front cost even more
Unlimited remote support is included
Upgrades are handled automatically

One common question is: “What happens when the Internet goes down?” Here’s how I answer:
- Incoming calls will still get answered by the auto-attendant, and messages can still be left
- An optional 4-G wireless back-up solution offers a second path in case the Internet fails
- A free Hosted Phone app places your office phone credentials onto your Smart Phone
- A Hosted Phone System inherently has a redundancy solution built right in

In The Next Emendee Connection:
Learn How to Protect Your Business From a Data Breach
More Info Now: www.p2automation.com/insights

Client Spotlight:

Qualidigm, located in Wethersfield CT,
has a vision of “leading the way to make
New England the healthiest region in
the United States”.

Part of their 4-story building was already upgraded to LED’s, but with a recent change of tenants, it
was the perfect time to upgrade the rest of the building.
Our solution included new LED recessed fixtures, wall sensors, ceiling sensors, and faucet aerators
(which are small mesh screens that break up the flow of water into multiple small streams, adding
air in between… leading to savings on both water and energy bills!).
The results: An immediate savings of over $200/month, ending with a $1,600+/month savings
beginning in just over 3 years (after the 0% 0n-bill financing is paid for).
According to Eric Boone (Vice President, Finance & Operations), “Emendee Tech provided
Qualidigm with a great opportunity to upgrade our tenant spaces with no negative impact to our
cash flow. We are very satisfied with the new lights!”

